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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Community Lifestyle                                            
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Series Title:   CELEBRATE SOUTH FLORIDA 
Distributor:    WLRN - TV
O.B. Date:       10/9/2006 7:30 pm
Length:        30

Celebrate South Florida takes a tri-county look at the future of the Everglades.  
We uncover the hidden truths about the state of this delicate ecosystem and 
what’s being done to protect it.  
 
Series Title:   CELEBRATE SOUTH FLORIDA 
Distributor:    WLRN - TV
O.B. Date:       11/13/2006 7:30 pm
Length:        30

Hip hop, reggae, jazz, rock and much more, Celebrate South Florida showcases our 
diverse music scene. Join us as we travel to the islands with the infectious sounds of two 
Miami favorites: 4th Dimension with their out of  this world reggae music and Suenalo a 
local sensation that blends  hip-hop and Latin rhythms that will make you want to stand 
up and bust a move. 
Hip hop, reggae, jazz and rock, Celebrate South Florida showcases our diverse music 
scene.  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Arts and Culture                                            
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Series Title: ARTSTREET
Distributor:  WLRN-TV
O.B. Date:    10/16/2006 7:30 pm
Length:         30

ArtStreet heads to Lincoln Road on Miami Beach to see how the New World Symphony 
provides a unique environment that prepares outstanding graduates of conservatories 
and universities for future musical leadership.   We spend a day with the cast of Annie to 
learn about the life of the many children who travel throughout America in this Broadway 
tour.  The Miami City Ballet is a jewel in the city’s cultural crown. It’s a visual delight, 
thanks, in part, to beautiful costumes that please the eye and enhance every move. 
Meet the woman who designs those costumes.  Haydee Morales and her work blends 
creative vision with technical precision. 

SERIES TITLE:  ARTSTREET
Distributor:          WLRN-TV



O.B. Date:            11/20/2006  7:30 p.m.
Length:                 30

It’s Miami International Book Fair time again, ArtStreet talks to some of Miami’s most 
successful book authors about their latest books, and how the Book Fair has influenced 
their careers. ArtStreet visits Lauderdale-by- the-Sea  where diver and photographer 
Marc Furth who has been photographing undersea life for over 30 years lives and works.  
ArtStreet also visits Casa Decor, the internationally renowned interior design show 
house, as it makes its Miami debut.  We watch accomplished interior designers, 
architects and artists as they transform this historic but neglected landmark building 
Miami Women’s Club. 

SERIES TITLE: ARTSTREET
Distributor:         WLRN- TV
O.B.Date:            12/18/2006   7:30 p.m.
Length:                30

ArtStreet visits famed trumpet player Arturo Sandoval at his jazz club to learn about his 
current commitment to bringing quality jazz to South Florida in an intimate setting.  The 
Actors' Playhouse at the Miracle Theater in Coral Gables has a holiday gift for South 
Florida. It's a first rate production of the classic Irving Berlin musical "White Christmas".  
ArtStreet covers Images and Voices of Hope in New York, an initiative bringing 
journalists and media professionals from all over the world together using facilitated 
dialogue, collaboration and reflection to explore how their access and talent can make a 
difference in the world. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Community Issues                                          
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Series Title:   WLRN PERSPECTIVES 
Distributor:    WLRN - TV
O.B. Date: 10/2/2006 7:30 pm
Length:        30

South Florida has and continues to boast of its thriving middle class, but today, it seems 
that status is becoming increasingly difficult to maintain for those who are already here.  
Young families starting out, professionals leaving their parents’ middle class nests or 
hard workers with respectable incomes -- making it into the middle class are even more 
elusive.  Astronomical housing costs, stagnant wages and other factors are likely 
contributors. Some of the region's most skilled and talented comprise of this class of 
workers.  Host, Yvette Hinds, explores this topic with various experts as they discuss 
"Redefining the Middle Class". 

Series Title:   WLRN PERSPECTIVES 
Distributor:    WLRN - TV
O.B. Date:       11/6/2006 7:30 pm
Length:        30

South Florida's natural environment is among the richest in the nation.  It is also beset 
with some of the most pressing challenges, including the integrated management of the 



land, water, wildlife and atmosphere.  Factor in waste and water management issues 
affecting the different municipalities and the task of preserving the preceding ecosystem 
and the magnitude of the challenges becomes even more undeniable.  Host, Yvette 
Hinds, discusses the "Changing Environmental Challenges" with a panel of related 
experts on this edition of WLRN Perspectives."

Series Title:   WLRN PERSPECTIVES 
Distributor:    WLRN - TV
O.B. Date:       12/4/2006 7:30 pm
Length:        30

Part one of two. "It's an issue that elicits passion among supporters and detractors alike.  
Immigration today is, as it was in the past, an opportunity for the poverty stricken or the 
more ambitious workers outside the U.S. to take advantage of the opportunities and 
freedoms that this country promises.  Similarly, the question of when or where, if at all, to 
draw the line remains as pertinent today as ever.  On this episode a panel of South 
Florida immigration experts join host, Yvette Hinds, to discuss "The Future of U.S. 
Immigration" in this compelling two-part edition of "WLRN Perspectives."

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Education                                          
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Series Title:   CLASS ACT 
Distributor:    WLRN - TV
O.B. Date:       10/23/2006 7:30 pm
Length:        30

Students are the first stars to take center stage at the Carnival Center for the Performing 
Arts.  Others take a daily safari to explore their way to academic success in the Zoo 
Magnate Program.  Community and business leaders get a lesson on what it takes to be 
a CEO of the Public School System.

Series Title:   CLASS ACT 
Distributor:    WLRN - TV
O.B. Date:       11/27/2006 7:30 pm
Length:        30

What if the unthinkable happened here? Follow the M-DCPS School Police through an 
exercise in Critical Incident response.  Eight thousand students attend a Marlin’s 
baseball game and for a reason you might not think, reading.  Also, learn how inner city 
students begin to prepare for a career in medicine while still in elementary school.

Series Title:   CLASS ACT 
Distributor:    WLRN - TV
O.B. Date:       12/25/2006 7:30 pm



Length:        30

Learning finance while still in high school, the importance of teaching today’s students 
the value of day to day physical fitness and the role of parental communication in today’s 
education. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Environment                                         
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Special:   Saving Our Reefs 
Distributor:    WLRN - TV
O.B. Date:      11/14/2006 8:00 pm
Length:        60
This documentary explores the beauty and splendor of North America's only living coral 
barrier reef, which has attracted millions of people to the warm waters of the Florida 
Keys. Unfortunately, the popularity of this underwater 'Garden of Eden' has created a 
negative impact on this national treasure. Pollution, harvesting of the coral and 
excessive fishing have compromised this fragile ecosystem. The film explores the state 
of the coral reefs today and challenges viewers to help in "Saving Our Reefs."  Saving 
Our Reefs has been distributed by NETA and is available for national distribution 
December 2006.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Performance                                         
Special:   2006 New World Musical Holiday 
Distributor:    WLRN - TV
O.B. Date:      12/23/2006 8:00 pm
Length:        60

This special one-hour concert performed by the New World School of the Arts Concert 
Choir, conducted by Albert Clark, is sure to inspire viewers with this year’s theme “Ring 
Out The Old, Ring In The New.  Joining this festive program is the Southwood Middle 
Choir under the direction of Deborah Mar, as well as, various New World instrumentalist 
performances and readings. The concert is taped at beautiful Trinity Cathedral in Miami 
and is sure to be a crowd-pleaser.


